
Trailblazing the Future
Lincoln University's First Innovation Fellows Spearhead Change

Lincoln’s fellows after a presentation with their faculty member. From left to right, Jordan Hall, McKayla
Miller, Dr. Sam Williams, Pujan Patel and Marcus Fequiere.
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The dawn of a new chapter at Lincoln University in Pennsylvania is set to begin in an era

marked by rapid technological progress and the evolution of social needs. As a pioneer of

innovation, the University is proud to announce its first class of Innovation Fellows, four

exceptional students who are ready to change the landscape of academic exploration and

problem solving. The University Innovation Fellows program empowers students to become



agents of change at their schools. The Fellows are a global community that is leading an effort to

ensure that all students acquire the attitudes, skills and knowledge necessary for their journey in

this complex world.

Lincoln University proudly introduces its first class of Innovation Fellows, a

groundbreaking step in the encouragement of innovation and excellence. Marcus Fequiere, a

Senior majoring in Mass Communication, Jordan Hall, a Junior studying Psychology, McKayla

Miller, a Senior pursuing a double major in Finance and Management, and Pujan Patel a Junior

specializing in Finance stand at the forefront of a groundbreaking initiative.

"The goal was to really impact your campus. I thought that was dope," said Jordan in an

interview I had with him. His sentiment echoes the broader mission of the University Innovation

Fellows (UIF) program, aligning perfectly with our campaign's narrative. Jordan emphasized the

transformative nature of UIF, stating that the program not only encourages innovation but also

empowers students to take ownership of their campus environment. Faculty Champion Dr. Sam

Williams spoke on these 4 students and his confidence in them in regards to the program. “ I

know my students, I know the work they're capable of doing and the valuable knowledge and

experience they will get from this program will aid them in doing great things in their individual

fields.”

Lincoln University is proud to announce its inaugural class of Innovation Fellows,

marking the beginning of a new era marked by technical progress and an increasingly complex

societal need. These exceptional students embody curiosity, creativity, and forward thinking. The

impact of these initiatives is not limited to the campus, but also reflects a broader mission aimed

at fostering innovation and empowering students to shape their university environment. As



Lincoln University embraces this groundbreaking initiative, it anticipates a future shaped by

pioneering solutions and transformative contributions.

In the dawning era of rapid technological progress and evolving societal needs at Lincoln

University in Pennsylvania, the announcement of its first class of Innovation Fellows stands as a

monumental step towards fostering innovation and excellence. Marcus Fequiere, Jordan Hall,

McKayla Miller, and Pujan Patel, as pioneers of this groundbreaking initiative, symbolize the

university's commitment to empowering students to become catalysts for change. The University

Innovation Fellows program not only encourages innovation but also instills in students the

attitudes, skills, and knowledge essential for navigating the complexities of the modern world.

As Lincoln University anticipates the transformative impact of these initiatives, it envisions a

future shaped by pioneering solutions and the invaluable contributions of its innovative students.


